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History’s Mysteries

Pirates on the Allegheny
Ahoy, Matey! Captain Bounty defied the ‘Code among Thieves’ by running off with the treasure booty, and
paid the ultimate price with his life. Who will now command the Jolly Roger: Jack Robin, Black Bart, Jean
La Petite, or “Red Flora” Burns? Or will one of them walk the plank?

Five Card DRAW!! – The Smell of Gunsmoke
A fixed poker game at the Short Branch Saloon was the last hand for railroad tycoon Alexander Morgan. Belly
up to the bar folks, with Miss Smitty, Marshal Villon, Doc, Poker Alice, and the rest of the West!

A Long Crime Ago
Sixteen people gathered on the rooftop of the Pabst Pavilion to view the fireworks over Lake Michigan at the
1893 Columbian Exposition. But only 15 people left alive. Labor unrest threatened the first-ever Ferris Wheel
ride at the Chicago World’s Fair, leaving this cold case unsolved. Until now.

Murder on the High C’s
Those smoke-belching iron horses called trains are not nearly as clean and safe as river paddleboats – until last
night. Scotland Yard was found dead in his cabin on the Boiler Deck by his ex-wife, opera star Julie Yard.
Passenger Miss Hippy River says she “don’t know nothin’ ‘bout shootin’ no gun!”

Shamrocks in Old Chicago
The Market Street gang was a group of Irish lads who were expert pickpockets and sneak thieves. As adults,
they’ve expanded into illegal gambling, extortion, robbery, and murder. Finnegan Manor is the home base for
their ruthless power, and is now the scene of the latest homicide. Faith and begorrah!

Feud in Ragtime
Model T’s and silent films. Chicago 1915. Star-crossed lovers “Pusher Boy” Bucca and Mona Lisa Marinara
defy their feuding fathers with the help of Father Frangelico. At the wedding of “Pusher Boy’s” sister, their
father was killed by an exploding Model T. And the Stromboli burlesque girls have a secret …

“Bye Bye, Bucca”
The continuing saga of the Bucca Family during the Roaring 20’s at its most nostalgic! Mobsters, flappers,
Union racketeering and Prohibition bootleg liquor. Who will be the next godfather now that Sam Bucca is
dead?

A Clean Sweep
The Stock Market crashed in 1929. A year later, a brand new yellow Nash convertible crashed into a bridge
column, killing its two occupants: a free-wheeling rich kid and a young vacuum cleaner salesman. How did
they know each other? They’re both connected to Greta Garbeaux, whose parents are celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary. One of their guests knows it was not an accidental collision . . .

The Curse of the Hope Diamond
It’s 1940, and New York socialite Evelyn Welsh is hosting another of her lavish dinner parties and subsequent
scavenger hunt for her prized Hope Diamond, hidden somewhere on the premises. But a painting has been
stolen and the butler is dead! The curse of the Hope Diamond lives on.

LOVE YOU TO DEATH
It’s the Fabulous Forties! It’s Chicago! It’s … the DeChette Mob! Enjoy the authentic gangster ambiance
complete with passwords, crooked officials, and Big Band swing music. The popular nightclub featuring
Melody Notes is the scene of the crime, and no, it wasn’t her singing that killed her boss!

Rumba Romance
Club Rumba is the hottest night spot in Havana. You have to ask why? Ricky Ricoco and the Mambo Kings are
the star attraction of course! But Lucy believes Ricky is seeing other women. Did she make good on her threat
to kill him? There’s some lipstick smeared on his dressing room mirror, resembling the letter “J.” Curious . . .

The Mystery of the Class of ‘57
It’s the Homecoming Pep Rally and the Possums’ quarterback was drowned in the pool. His pranks were
legendary but who got the last laugh? Visit yesteryear with the rich kid, Poindexter, and the cheerleaders. Rah,
Rah!!

The Jack of Diamonds Caper
The “Sgt. Pepper” generation of 1970 finds us in Monaco on the French Riviera during the annual Gran Prix.
The Casino de Monte Carlo is the scene for money laundering and murder. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
and a Ferrari changed hands during a high stakes game of poker. This is a case for - - - BOND.

